SONGESAND
Bed frame
Rs. 14,990
SONGESAND Bed frame. Mattress and bed linen are sold separately. Foil finish. W173×L207, H95cm.

BERGPALM
Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases
Rs. 2,790
BERGPALM Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases. 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases 50×70cm, Pink/stripe 504.232.24

For opening hours and direction to your nearest IKEA store, visit our website IKEA.in

All prices quoted are inclusive of G.S.T.
All Prices in this brochure are subject to change at the sole discretion of IKEA INDIA PVT LTD.
All you need for a good night’s sleep

Many things influence the way you sleep – light, temperature, the softness of your mattress and the shape of your pillows – and we all have different ideas of comfort and what makes a bedroom solution perfect.

We can help you find the best solution for your needs with a flexible and affordable offer, including services and expert advice. And everything we design, from beds and mattresses to pillows and bed linen, is thoroughly tested for you to enjoy for many years.

So many ways to shop

Whether you’re redoing your entire bedroom or searching for decorative details, we recommend starting with some inspiration to get your design dreams flowing. You’ll find plenty online, in our apps and in our stores. It’s all there waiting for you.

www.IKEA.in
Get inspiration for life at home, and find all the latest news online. Use our website to browse, choose from many styles, and explore lots of great home furnishing ideas.

Buy it in the store
Get to know our products and bedroom solutions in the best way we know: up close and personal, with knowledgeable staff to help answer all of your questions.

E-mail
You can write to us at ikeacsc.india@ikea.com.

Phone 1800 419 4532
All days of the week 9:00AM IST to 11:00PM IST
Website - www.ikea.in

In person
You can always find knowledgeable staff in our stores, ready to help whenever you need it.

www.ikea.in
Get inspiration for life at home, and find all the latest news online. Use our website to browse, choose from many styles, and explore lots of great home furnishing ideas.

Buy it in the store
Get to know our products and bedroom solutions in the best way we know: up close and personal, with knowledgeable staff to help answer all of your questions.

E-mail
You can write to us at ikeacsc.india@ikea.com.

Phone 1800 419 4532
All days of the week 9:00AM IST to 11:00PM IST
Website - www.ikea.in

In person
You can always find knowledgeable staff in our stores, ready to help whenever you need it.

Online comfort planning
Make your bedroom dream come true with our easy-to-use planning tools. The Comfort Guide supports you in buying a complete sleep solution and helps you narrow down your choices.

Our tools tell you how much your dream will cost. It creates a list of the products you need and checks for availability, so that you don’t forget anything at the store. Choose your favourites and enjoy a good night’s sleep.

Start planning today at www.IKEA.in
Find the bedroom of your dreams. Check out some of our most appreciated solutions with practical storage ideas to keep your room comfortably tidy. See page 14.

Find a good night's sleep. Enjoy sweet dreams with our ergonomic pillows. Then add the mattress of your choice to create complete sleeping comfort. See page 00.

Dress your bed. Find a selection of our textiles on page 00.

Need some help? Check out our service offers on page 38.
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Find the bedroom of your dreams. Check out some of our most appreciated solutions with practical storage ideas to keep your room comfortably tidy. See page 14.

Find a good night's sleep. Enjoy sweet dreams with our ergonomic pillows. Then add the mattress of your choice to create complete sleeping comfort. See page 00.

Dress your bed. Find a selection of our textiles on page 00.

Need some help? Check out our service offers on page 38.
Stylish simplicity

MALM

With its simple and streamlined design, MALM has a lot to offer. Built-in storage to keep your things out of the way, a chest of drawers that can double as a bedside table and a minimalist look that works anywhere – MALM is the ultimate union of form and function.

Delivery: Whether you’re shopping in the store or online, and no matter how big the purchase, we’ll do the heavy lifting and bring it to your home or business. For more information about our services, see page 38.
SONGESAND

1. RICKÅRUM Table lamp $000/ea Stoneware and 100% polyester. Designer: Lycke von Schantz. H47cm. White 803.504.81
2. BLÅVINDA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 3,590 You can easily vary the look in your bedroom with this quilt cover, because the sides have different patterns. 100% cotton percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Beige 803.370.72
3. RICKÅRUM Bedside table Rs. 3,690/pc A cable outlet allows you to lead the cables out the back, so they’re not seen. Foil finish.

NESTTUN

1. RANARP Wall/clamp spotlight Rs. 1,590/pc Powder coated steel. D34cm. Off-white 803.371.65
2. NATTJASMIN Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases You can easily vary the look in your bedroom with this quilt cover, because the sides have different patterns. 100% cotton percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. White 803.370.72
3. BLÅVINDA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 3,590 You can easily vary the look in your bedroom with this quilt cover, because the sides have different patterns. 100% cotton percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Beige 803.370.72
4. VÅRELD Bedspread Rs. 2,790 100% cotton. W230×L250cm. Dark grey 803.464.47

Assembly All of our products are designed to be assembled by you, but we’re more than happy to help put it all together too. For more information about our services, see page 00.
1 SKURUP Work/wall lamp Rs. 1,690/pc
2 KUNGSLÖMMA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,790 85% cotton percale and 15% lyocell percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/grey 964.230.81
3 VERKETÅG Bedspread Rs. 4,990 100% polyester. L250×W220cm. Grey 303.699.51
4 LUNNARP Side table Rs. 2,990 pc Felt finish and particle board. Designer: Johan Kroon. L55×D55×H55cm. White 503.990.21
5 SAGSTUA Bed frame Rs. 12,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedding are sold separately. Powder coated steel. W188×L208, H140cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Black 892.688.30
6 LOVRUP Rug, flatwoven Rs. 7,990/pc 80% wool, 20% cotton. W133×L195cm. Blue 104.385.43

SAGSTUA
A classic bed frame with a brass twist, this fairy tale bed brings a truly majestic atmosphere to your bedroom. Its curved headboard with brass-coloured details adds a touch of elegance and allows you to prop up your pillows for a comfortable reading position.

90 day mattress return It takes time for you and your new mattress to get used to each other. That’s why we give you 90 days to be sure you’re compatible bedfellows. For more information about our services, see page 38.
HEMNES
Mirror Rs. 6,990 Mirror glass and stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W74×H105cm. Black-brown 801.718.42
1

SKOGSALM
Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,990 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Pink 404.233.33
2

HEMNES
Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W46×D35, H70cm. Black-brown 503.540.89
3

TYSSEDAL
Add some romance to your bedroom with TYSSEDAL. With soft shapes and a handcrafted feel, this bed solution offers a quality and style that will truly enhance the look of your bedroom.

1 KLOVAN Pendant lamp shade Rs. 990/pc Each handmade shade is unique. Cord set is sold separately. Glass. Ø15, H20cm. White 404.077.81
2 LUKTASMIN Quilt cover and 3 pillowcases Rs. 3,990 50% cotton satin and 50% lyocell satin. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Dark grey 504.425.43
3 TYSSEDAL Bedside table Rs. 6,490/pc Painted finish. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. W51×D40, H59cm. White 603.574.74
4 TYSSEDAL Bed frame Rs. 27,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Painted finish. W168×L210, H140cm. White 691.983.40

HEMNES
1 HEMNES Mirror Rs. 6,990 Mirror glass and stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W74×H105cm. Black-brown 801.718.42
2 SKOGSALM Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,990 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Pink 404.233.33
3 HEMNES Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsdot. W46×D35, H70cm. Black-brown 503.540.89
4 HEMNES Bed frame Rs. 18,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W174×L211, H120cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Black-brown 591.983.58

The headboard has a nice finish all around, allowing the bed to look stylish from every angle.
1. **TERTIAL** Work lamp Rs. 999 Powder coated steel and plastic. Shade Ø17cm. Dark grey 204.508.03
2. **YPPERLIG** LED floor lamp $000 Aluminium, polyester powder coating and steel. Designer: HAY. H122cm. Dark grey 303.461.23
3. **EKET** Wall-mounted shelving unit Rs. 1,500/pc Foil finish and particleboard. W35×D35, H35cm. Light grey 003.345.98
4. **NATTJASMIN** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,590 60% cotton satin and 40% lyocell satin. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White 103.371.67
5. **MALM** Ottoman bed Rs. 35,990 Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Painted finish. Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. W175×L210, H100cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White 704.312.23

---

**MALM**

1. Work lamp Rs. 999 Powder coated steel and plastic. Shade Ø17cm. Dark grey 204.508.03
2. **YPPERLIG** LED floor lamp $000 Aluminium, polyester powder coating and steel. Designer: HAY. H122cm. Dark grey 303.461.23
3. **EKET** Wall-mounted shelving unit Rs. 1,500/pc Foil finish and particleboard. W35×D35, H35cm. Light grey 003.345.98
4. **NATTJASMIN** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,590 60% cotton satin and 40% lyocell satin. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White 103.371.67
5. **MALM** Ottoman bed Rs. 35,990 Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Painted finish. Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. W175×L210, H100cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White 704.312.23

---

**DELAKTIG**

1. **KNIXHULT** Pendant lamp $000 Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Emma Olbers. Ø40cm. H44.8cm. 404.048.86
2. **STOCKHOLM** Mirror $000 Ash veneer and mirror glass. Designer: Ola Wihlborg. Ø80cm. 804.044.79
3. **ÄNGSLILJA** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases $000 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White 903.185.51
4. **ODDRUN** Throw $000 100% cotton. W130×L170cm. Grey 703.957.19
5. **DELAKTIG** Bed frame/headboard/2 side tables $000 Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. May be completed with DELAKTIG floor lamp. W204×L205, H99cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Black 392.881.28
With an upholstered frame that is soft to the touch and padding in the headboard, SLATTUM adds extra cosiness to your bedroom.
BRIMNES

Featuring spacious drawers for extra storage, the BRIMNES bed frame helps you save space. You can effortlessly keep bed linen, clothes and shoes out of the way, minimising clutter and making sure that your room doesn’t look overcrowded.

1. **PLATSA** Wall storage Rs. 14,400 Foil finish, W240×D42, H40cm. White/FOENES white 093.206.53
2. **NYMÅNE** Floor/heading lamp Rs. 3,390 Powder coated steel and aluminium. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. H170cm, White 403.367.84
3. **BERGPALM** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,790 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Green/stripes 504.231.96
4. **BRIMNES** Bed frame with storage Rs. 16,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedding are sold separately. Foil finish, W166×L206, H47cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White 691.981.56

**GRIMSBU**

1. **IKORNES** Table mirror Rs. 1,990 Ash veneer and mirror glass. Designer: Ola Wihlborg. W73×H44cm, 803.069.21
2. **ÄNGSLILJA** Quilt cover and pillowcase Rs. 2,290 100% cotton. Quilt cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Grey 403.186.57
3. **KNARREVIK** Bedside table Rs. 890 Powder coated steel and plastic. W37×D28, H45cm. Black 403.867.31
4. **GRIMSBU** Bed frame Rs. 2,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedding are sold separately. Powder coated steel, W92×L202, H55cm. Mattress size 90×200cm. Green 404.054.09

Delivery Whether you're shopping in the store or online, and no matter how big the purchase, we'll do the heavy lifting and bring it to your home or business. For more information about our services, see page 38.
Allow style to meet function and enjoy a well-organised bedroom with the smart MALM series.

MALM series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- White stained oak veneer
- Brown stained ash veneer

1. NYMÅNE Wall reading lamp, wired-in inst $00/ea Powder coated steel and aluminium. Designer: Mikael Warrhammar. Ø7cm. IKEA. Model V1707 Nymâne. This luminaire is compatible with bulbs of the energy classes A++ to D. 903.569.63

2. BLÅVINDA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 3,590 100% cotton percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Grey 003.280.74


4. MALM Bed frame, high, w/4 storage boxes Rs. 24,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Painted finish. W176×L209, H100cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Black-brown 192.003.01

5. MALM Dressing table Rs. 8,490 Painted finish and tempered glass. Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. W120×D41, H78cm. White 403.554.09

6. MALM Chest of 6 drawers Rs. 11,990 Stained, clear lacquered ash veneer. W80×D48, H123cm. Black-brown 603.546.25

MALM series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- White stained oak veneer
- Brown stained ash veneer

MALM All pieces in our MALM bedroom series – beds, chests of drawers and dressing tables – have the same sleek style that will stand the test of time. Add practical boxes under your bed for even more storage space to create a harmonious bedroom that will help you relax.

MALM dressing table and MALM chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.
HEMNES series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- Medium brown
- Dark grey stained

Create a complete, coordinated bedroom with the HEMNES series or use a few pieces to get a rustic style with a modern twist.

HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- Medium brown
- Dark grey stained

HEMNES series 21

1 FORSÅ Work lamp $000/ea Nickel-plated steel. H35cm. 503.140.22
2 HEMNES Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson. W46×D35, H71cm. White stain 103.540.91
3 PUDERVIVA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 5,490 100% linen. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Light yellow 804.315.81
4 HEMNES Bed frame Rs. 18,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bed linen are sold separately. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W174×L211, H120cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White stain 891.984.08
5 HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers Rs. 9,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W108×D50, H96cm. White 103.556.95
6 NYFORS Work lamp Rs. 3,990 Steel. Powder coating Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W16×D50, H88cm. White 103.556.85
7 HEMNES Chest of 8 drawers Rs. 18,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W160×D50, H96cm. White 803.556.95

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES series 21

1 FORSÅ Work lamp $000/ea Nickel-plated steel. H35cm. 503.140.22
2 HEMNES Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson. W46×D35, H71cm. White stain 103.540.91
3 PUDERVIVA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 5,490 100% linen. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Light yellow 804.315.81
4 HEMNES Bed frame Rs. 18,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bed linen are sold separately. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W174×L211, H120cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White stain 891.984.08
5 HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers Rs. 9,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W108×D50, H96cm. White 103.556.95
6 NYFORS Work lamp Rs. 3,990 Steel. Powder coating Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W16×D50, H88cm. White 103.556.85
7 HEMNES Chest of 8 drawers Rs. 18,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W160×D50, H96cm. White 803.556.95

HEMNES series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- Medium brown
- Dark grey stained

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES series 21

1 FORSÅ Work lamp $000/ea Nickel-plated steel. H35cm. 503.140.22
2 HEMNES Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson. W46×D35, H71cm. White stain 103.540.91
3 PUDERVIVA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 5,490 100% linen. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Light yellow 804.315.81
4 HEMNES Bed frame Rs. 18,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bed linen are sold separately. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W174×L211, H120cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White stain 891.984.08
5 HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers Rs. 9,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W108×D50, H96cm. White 103.556.95
6 NYFORS Work lamp Rs. 3,990 Steel. Powder coating Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W16×D50, H88cm. White 103.556.85
7 HEMNES Chest of 8 drawers Rs. 18,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W160×D50, H96cm. White 803.556.95

HEMNES series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- Medium brown
- Dark grey stained

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES series 21

1 FORSÅ Work lamp $000/ea Nickel-plated steel. H35cm. 503.140.22
2 HEMNES Bedside table Rs. 3,990/pc Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson. W46×D35, H71cm. White stain 103.540.91
3 PUDERVIVA Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 5,490 100% linen. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Light yellow 804.315.81
4 HEMNES Bed frame Rs. 18,990 Slatted bed base, mattress and bed linen are sold separately. Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. W174×L211, H120cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White stain 891.984.08
5 HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers Rs. 9,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W108×D50, H96cm. White 103.556.95
6 NYFORS Work lamp Rs. 3,990 Steel. Powder coating Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W16×D50, H88cm. White 103.556.85
7 HEMNES Chest of 8 drawers Rs. 18,990 Painted finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W160×D50, H96cm. White 803.556.95

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

HEMNES series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Black-brown
- Medium brown
- Dark grey stained

HEMNES

Choose from the wide HEMNES range to give your bedroom a coordinated look with a traditional style to love. For a complete style throughout your house, there is HEMNES furniture suitable for every room, all with the same look and feel.

HEMNES chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.
Find a beautiful classic shape with lots of smart storage in the SONGESAND bedroom series

SONGESAND series is available in the following colours:

- White
- Brown

SONGESAND

With a sturdy design and soft profile edges, the SONGESAND series offers a traditional look that you will enjoy for years to come. Add storage drawers that fit perfectly under your bed, spacious wardrobes, bedside tables and chests of drawers to keep your stuff out of the way.

SONGESAND wardrobe and SONGESAND chest of drawers must be secured to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it from tipping over.

1 RANARP Wall/Clamp spotlight Rs. 1,590/pc. Powder coated steel. D34cm. Off-white 103.252.25
2 LUKTJASMIN Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 3,690/60% cotton satin and 40% lyocell satin. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Dark green 504.325.95
3 SANELA Cushion cover Rs. 459/pc. 100% cotton velvet. L50×W50cm. Golden-brown 803.701.54
4 SONGESAND Bedside table Rs. 3,690/pc. Foil finish. W42×D40, H55cm. White 203.674.46
5 SONGESAND Bed frame with 4 storage boxes Rs. 22,990 Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. Foil finish. W173×L207, H95cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. White 192.413.49
6 SONGESAND Chest of 3 drawers Rs. 8,490 Foil finish. W82×D50, H81cm. White 703.667.60
7 SONGESAND Chest of 6 drawers Rs. 13,990 Foil finish. W82×D50, H126cm. White 303.667.81
8 SONGESAND Wardrobe Rs. 15,990 Foil finish and mirror glass. W120×H60, H195cm. White 703.473.52
Enjoy true style and comfort even when space is limited – replace bed linen with cushions to turn your bed into a practical sofa during the day.

Day-beds
Choose your day-bed from a variety of styles and finishes. The mattresses can easily be stored away and you can keep your bed-linen close at hand in integrated or additional drawers. Offering a flexible and space-saving solution, a day-bed can be used every night or for occasional sleepovers.
Soft textiles add extra cosiness and make it easy to change the style of your bedroom with small means.

To see the whole range of our inspiring textiles, visit your IKEA store or IKEA.in

New textiles available from October 2019

1. **SKOGSALM** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,990
   - 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/blue 203.997.01

2. **KUNGBLOMMA** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,790
   - 85% cotton percale and 15% lyocell percale. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/red 204.231.69

3. **ULLVIDE** Pillowcase Rs. 199
   - 85% cotton percale and 15% lyocell percale. L50×W60cm. Grey 203.427.95

4. **JÄTTEVALLMO** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 1,590
   - 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/blue 203.997.01

5. **NATTJASMIN** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,590
   - 60% cotton satin and 40% lyocell satin. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/floral patterned 304.125.37

6. **SKUGGBRÄCKA** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,290
   - 80% cotton, 20% viscose/rayon. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W80cm. White/black 404.390.65

7. **BERGPALM** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,790
   - 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W80cm. Pink/stripe 504.232.24

8. **SKOGSALM** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,990
   - 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W80cm. Beige 203.374.97

9. **ANGSLILJA** Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases Rs. 2,290
   - 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. Light brown-red 604.435.42
Discover the ergonomic pillow effect. Shaped to support your neck and shoulders, these pillows are key to a complete sleep solution and improved comfort.
Spring mattresses

Comfortable sleep with great support

By following your movements and distributing your weight evenly, a spring mattress decreases pressure on your neck, shoulder and hips and offers superior sleeping comfort. The open spring design allows the air to circulate and makes the bed climate dry and pleasant.

Creating very precise support, a pocket spring mattress has individually wrapped springs that quickly respond to any movements. The durable construction ensures that movements of one person do not affect the other.

In Hövåg, every spring has its individual pocket. This means that the mattress forms itself around your body and reduces pressure on your neck, shoulders and hips.

HÖVÅG
Pocket sprung mattress
Rs. 21,990

Pocket springs and polyurethane foam. Designer: Synnöve Mork. W160×L200cm. 24cm thick. Dark grey 902.445.17

HÖVÅG
The individually wrapped pocket springs work independently to follow your body’s movements and a generous layer of soft fillings adds support. Stretch fabric on the topside moves with you to give you a good night’s sleep. Thickness: 24 cm.

HAMARVIK
With Bonnell springs, a generous layer of soft fillings and stretch fabric on the topside, this mattress moves with your body to maximize comfort. Designed to be used on one side only, it doesn’t have to be turned. Thickness: 21 cm.

HAFSLO
Choose between a firm and medium firm mattress with Bonnell springs, providing all-over support to ensure a restful night’s sleep. Designed to be used on one side only, this mattress doesn’t have to be turned. Thickness: 18 cm.

HYLLESTAD
A layer of memory foam moulds to the contours of your body, helping you to relax while a generous layer of soft fillings adds comfort. The top fabric is stretchy to move with your body and maximize comfort. Thickness: 27 cm.

Find your own personal comfort
Scan the QR code and find our Comfort guide
Foam and latex mattresses

The perfect fit

Perfectly forming themselves to fit your body, these mattresses are both sturdy and flexible. You will have personalized support that relieves stress on your hips, shoulders and neck. With a more comfortable and relaxing position you will be able to enjoy better sleep and wake up thoroughly rested.

MOSHULT, MALFORS and MALVIK have a free 25-year guarantee. Find out more on page 00.

**MOSHULT**

With a child-proof zipper and no small parts, this firm mattress is approved for children and easy to clean. Thickness: 10 cm.

**Firm/white**

- \( \text{Rs. 5,990} \) W80xL200cm. 902.723.36
- \( \text{Rs. 6,490} \) W90xL200cm. 902.723.40
- \( \text{Rs. 6,990} \) W140xL200cm. 602.723.28
- \( \text{Rs. 7,990} \) W160xL200cm. 802.723.32
- \( \text{Rs. 8,990} \) W180xL200cm. 602.723.33

**MALFORS**

The child-proof zipper of this mattress makes it ideal for the youngest members of your family. Depending on personal preference, it can be had as firm or medium firm. Thickness: 12 cm.

**Firm/white**

- \( \text{Rs. 5,990} \) W80xL200cm. 802.723.08
- \( \text{Rs. 6,490} \) W90xL200cm. 902.723.12
- \( \text{Rs. 9,990} \) W140xL200cm. 302.723.01
- \( \text{Rs. 10,990} \) W160xL200cm. 702.723.04
- \( \text{Rs. 11,990} \) W180xL200cm. 402.723.05

**MALVIK**

This resilient foam mattress has a generous layer of soft fillings that add support and comfort. Thickness: 14 cm.

**Firm/white**

- \( \text{Rs. 7,990} \) W80xL200cm. 902.773.97
- \( \text{Rs. 8,490} \) W90xL200cm. 802.722.64
- \( \text{Rs. 17,990} \) W140xL200cm. 602.722.53
- \( \text{Rs. 15,990} \) W160xL200cm. 702.722.57
- \( \text{Rs. 13,990} \) W180xL200cm. 102.722.60

MOSHULT, MALFORS and MALVIK are easy to bring home since the mattresses are roll packed.

MALFORS mattress absorbs the movements of your body, giving you all-over support and a restful sleep. Choose between medium firm or firm sleeping comfort depending on your personal preference.

MOSHULT, MALFORS and MALVIK have a free 25-year guarantee. Find out more on page 00.

1 **SKÖLDBLAD Pillow, softer** Rs. 199/pc Fabric: 100% polypropylene. Filling: polyester fibres. L50xW80cm. 104.242.40
2 **SILVERTOPP Quilt, cooler** Rs. 249 Fabric: 100% polypropylene. Filling: polyester fibres. W150xL200cm. 104.242.25
3 **STJÄRNKLÖK Mattress protector** Rs. 299 100% polyester. W90xL200cm. 204.186.67

MALVIK is resilient foam mattress has a generous layer of soft fillings that add support and comfort. Thickness: 14 cm.

**Firm/white**

- \( \text{Rs. 7,990} \) W80xL200cm. 602.773.97
- \( \text{Rs. 8,490} \) W90xL200cm. 802.722.64
- \( \text{Rs. 17,990} \) W140xL200cm. 602.722.53
- \( \text{Rs. 15,990} \) W160xL200cm. 702.722.57
- \( \text{Rs. 13,990} \) W180xL200cm. 102.722.60

MOSHULT, MALFORS and MALVIK are easy to bring home since the mattresses are roll packed.
Mattress pads

A layer of luxury
Increase your sleeping comfort and extend the life of your mattress with a mattress pad. There is a pad for every taste, so pick the firmness and thickness that work best for you and enjoy your sweet dreams.

### TALGJE
Stretch fabric on the topside of the mattress pad moves with you to maximize comfort. With removable covers, it is easy to wash and keep fresh at all times. Thickness: 3.5 cm.

### TUDDAL
Filled with high resilience foam, this pad has a pressure-relieving effect and offers a firmer sleep surface. Stretch fabric on the topside of the mattress pad moves with you to maximize comfort. Thickness: 5 cm.

### TUSSÖY
Filled with memory foam that moulds to your body, this mattress pad offers a firmer sleep surface for more relaxed sleep. Thickness 8 cm.

Our roll-packed mattress pads are easy to transport.

→ Find your complete sleeping solution in your IKEA store or at IKEA.in

---

**BRUNKRISLA**
Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases

Rs. 1,790

**TUSSEÖY**
Mattress pad

Rs. 15,990

Designer: Synnöve Mork. L160×W200cm. 8cm thick. 703.064.55

---

**TALGJE**
Mattress pad

Rs. 3,490

W90×L200cm. 102.982.41

Rs. 4,490

W140×L200cm. 803.064.45

Rs. 4,990

W160×L200cm. 603.064.46

Rs. 5,490

W180×L200cm. 902.982.37

---

**TUDDAL**
Mattress pad

Rs. 5,990

W90×L200cm. 002.981.90

Rs. 8,990

W140×L200cm. 603.064.51

Rs. 10,490

W160×L200cm. 403.064.52

Rs. 11,490

W180×L200cm. 802.981.86

---

**TUSSÖY**
Mattress pad

Rs. 8,490

W90×L200cm. 502.981.40

Rs. 13,490

W140×L200cm. 003.064.54

Rs. 15,490

W160×L200cm. 703.064.55

Rs. 17,490

W180×L200cm. 302.981.36

---

**BRUNKRISLA**
Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases. 100% cotton. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm.

Rs. 003.754.09

---

**TUSSÖY**
Mattress pad Rs. 15,990 Designer: Synnöve Mork. L160×W200cm.

8cm thick. 703.064.55

---

Our roll-packed mattress pads are easy to transport.
Slatted bed bases

A firm foundation
Combined with a bed frame, a slatted bed base absorbs the stress from natural movements during sleep and provides additional springiness for increased comfort. It extends the lifetime of your mattress and allows for good ventilation, keeping your sleep surface dry and pleasant.

**LURÖY**
This slatted bed base adjusts to your body weight and increases the suppleness of the mattress.

**LÖNSET**
This slatted bed base adjusts to your body weight and increases the suppleness of the mattress while comfort zones add extra support.

**LEIRSUND**
This slatted bed base distributes your body weight and increases the suppleness of the mattress while comfort zones adjust to your natural curves.

→ Need some advice? We are here to help you. For more information visit your local IKEA store or IKEA.in
You can do it yourself, but you don’t have to

Our broad service offer gives you the freedom to choose not only the products that suit you but also decide how much you want to do yourself and how much you want us to do for you. On this page you’ll find the different services that we can offer to help and support you.

Bedroom planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little things matter. Discuss your ideas with our team of design professionals and we’ll help you figure out all the details.

We’ll help you with inspiration and functional solutions for everything, from the placement of bedroom storage to lighting.

If you prefer, we’ll measure the room and check everything, from the placement of windows, doors, and power sockets to the material and condition of the walls.

Delivery
Whether you’re shopping in store or online, and no matter how big the purchase, we can do the heavy lifting and bring it to your preferred location, at a time that suits you.

Get it assembled with UrbanClap
UrbanClap offers quick assembly for selected IKEA products.

To Book, visit: www.urbanclap.com/ikea
Or search for “IKEA Furniture Assembly” on the UrbanClap application.

90 day mattress return
It takes time for you and your new mattress to get used to each other. That’s why we give you 90 days to be sure you’re compatible bedfellows.